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Software traditionally used to control and process data in analytical instruments is now being expanded to include

functions such as automated system monitoring with maintenance feedback alerts and interactive diagnostic

routines that enable users to quickly track and resolve the source of many system problems. As a back up to these

functions, a second layer of expert support is being made available by some instrument vendors to address more

complex servicing issues. For larger or more elaborate instrument installations, monitoring and diagnostic software

functions can be integrated with remote servicing expertise in a networked configuration to provide continuous

proactive instrument maintenance. The benefits of these innovations include lower and more predictable

operating costs, reduced system downtime, and more efficient utilization of the instrument user's time. 

Today’s sophisticated chromatographic instruments, with
their equally complex sample handling, processing, detec-
tion auxiliaries, and software controls, present a veritable

forest of maintenance tasks. As the size of the installation is
scaled up, the difficulty of maximizing instrument uptime and
performance while minimizing operating overhead increases as
well. Even when users have significant maintenance experience,
and many do not, time spent supervising maintenance opera-
tions is time lost from the primary analytical mission. For rea-
sons such as these, manufacturers of chromatographic instru-
ments — the workhorses of the analytical laboratory — are
devising new software functions and communications to sup-
port and expedite system maintenance and repair. These
advances can be divided into two broad categories: instrument
self-monitoring automation or system intelligence and expert
services supported by different levels of automation and inte-
gration between the user and the service provider, termed intel-
ligent services. The two approaches overlap because informa-
tion developed by the application of the former can be
exploited by the latter. 

System Intelligence
Until recently, an analytical instrument was just that, a device for

making and reporting certain measurements. As these machines
became increasingly sophisticated, it was realized that in addition
to controlling operations and reporting analytical results, soft-
ware also could be employed to monitor and report changes in
system parameters, flag component usage, and direct users in car-
rying out routine adjustment and maintenance procedures. In
addition, diagnostic software could be used to guide users
through troubleshooting scenarios should an instrument’s per-
formance become problematic (Figure 1). This new approach to
software-enhanced maintenance also meshes well with the trend
toward greater use of modularization in instrument design,
which speeds the repair of malfunctions by simply locating and
replacing the affected component. 

In 2006, highly automated liquid chromatography (LC)
instruments began appearing on the market incorporating
software routines with system intelligence functions designed
to speed and simplify instrument maintenance (1–3). As a
complement to these new functions, instrument vendors
began supporting these instruments with “intelligent” serv-
ices. These are interactive maintenance programs that can be
elaborated with respect to the type of services offered and
scaled to the size and complexity of the instrument installa-
tion and the particular needs of the enterprise.



Typical System Intelligence Functions
Applications-independent LC diagnostics: Enables users, whether
operating under the instrument’s control regime or their own, or
when running third party applications, to access the system’s
diagnostic routines and monitoring programs. 

Early maintenance feedback: Aided by radio frequency iden-
tification (RFID), tracking technology that saves all relevant
data, the early maintenance feedback (EMF) program moni-
tors and records key system component usage information and
alerts the operator, according to preset specifications, when
servicing is indicated. Examples of parameters monitored
include pump-seal wear, number of sampling injections, num-
ber of valve switches, and UV detector lamp usage (this same
tracking technology can be employed to create unique, recov-
erable signatures for a system configuration, including station-
ary phase particle size, maximum pressure, column dimen-
sions, and so forth). EMF makes it possible to apply
just-in-time practices to instrument maintenance. As a result,
operating costs become more predictable and additional sav-
ings are realized through avoidance of unanticipated system
interruptions and by reducing the need for long-term inven-
tory of multiple replacement parts.

User guided diagnostic: Easy-to-follow, intuitive trouble-
shooting routine for diagnosing and solving problems linked
to the most common symptoms of degraded performance
observed on an LC system. Examples include excessive base-
line noise or inordinately elevated pressure. The interactive
script leads the user through a set of clearly stated questions,
supported with illustrations, that require simple “Yes/No” or
“Good/Bad” answers at each decision point. Statistics show
that users can be directed to solve 50–70% of the difficulties
encountered with instrument performance once the problem
is characterized. In addition to suggesting remedies for system
malfunctions, the diagnostic quickly identifies those problems

beyond the user’s competence to
address, thereby efficiently targeting
the conditions that require expert
assistance (Figure 1).

Instrument status report: A system
status report is a snapshot of system
performance and is a basic tool for
diagnosing the source of a problem
as well as presenting an overview of
the integrated system operation. A
status report can help the user as
well as the service provider deter-
mine what parts of the system need
to be addressed and what sort of
servicing is required. Depending on
the built-in protocols implemented,
a report might be invoked manually
by the user or be automatically gen-
erated after the performance of a
diagnostic procedure. When the
maintenance provider is linked to
the user’s chromatographic instru-
mentation, a status report could be
initiated remotely by a service engi-
neer or maintenance technician.

Intelligent Services: When Expert Support is
Required
Intelligent services can be implemented at different levels of
integration and control, the simplest being a call to a main-
tenance provider by a user after running a guided diagnostic.
Here, the postdiagnostic protocol can include generation of a
status report, which can be conveyed electronically along
with the results of the troubleshooting routine. This saves
considerable time by providing information that will guide
service engineers in the selection, when appropriate, of more
advanced diagnostic testing. It also can help to identify sys-
tem fixes that can be performed by users, with remote expert
consultation, as well as those that actually require direct or
on-site involvement of a service engineer. The status report
also is used by service engineers to identify the type of main-
tenance indicated when a site visit is required. This limits the
additional time required for on-site diagnosis and testing as
well as the number of replacement parts that need to be
brought to the site. A shorter and more efficient maintenance
visit translates into reduced instrument downtime and longer
maintenance intervals.

When more immediate assistance is required, an “urgent
request for help” function also might be employed. This
would allow a user to bypass the traditional method of
requesting expert assistance by phone, fax or e-mail. When
activated, the protocol would communicate an “urgent help
needed” message to the maintenance provider. The message
could be accompanied by the user contact and system infor-
mation, real-time instrument status, and so forth. Such a mes-
sage receives priority status and alerts a service engineer or
other appropriate maintenance technician who reviews the
request and evaluates the accompanying system information
before consulting with the user. An interactive “urgent help

Figure 1: LC diagnostic welcome screen. The welcome screen is the starting point for
accessing the system’s diagnostic routines, calibration, and adjustment procedures and the
systems status report.



needed” protocol can significantly
reduce the amount of time users
spend in problem resolution, both in
consultation with the maintenance
provider and with the instrument. At
higher levels of networked integra-
tion, service engineers, working with
users, can run additional tests or
download system files remotely so as
to more effectively detail the mal-
function and necessary fix.

Networked Intelligent 
Services
In many instances, users might find
maintenance to be an unacceptable
burden and consider their time to be
better spent on the work for which
the instrument is deployed. Also, in
many enterprises with large numbers
of analytical instruments, responsi-
bility for maintenance is centralized and not the user’s respon-
sibility. In both cases, intelligent system monitoring and
maintenance can be contracted for and integrated into ongo-
ing support operations. Networked interactive gateways make
possible “intelligent” connections between the user’s instru-
ments and the service provider via the Internet. These links
enable the service engineer to remotely monitor system per-
formance and proactively perform, in consultation with the
user, both the adjustments and repairs needed to keep instru-
ments and their data systems operating at peak performance
levels (Figure 2).

Data security is an issue when information can travel outside a user’s
secure environment and for this reason it is essential that adequate
security protocols be incorporated into service network communica-
tions. These protocols should include the following provisions:
● ensuring that users are in complete control of the networked

data flow;
● multiple layers of protection including Internet firewalls,

end-to-end data encryption and compliance with network
security (SSL);

● adoption of user-specified instrument access, such as pass-
word protection authenticated against corporate security and
ranked according to a system of privileges;

● a detailed audit log of all instrument access. 
Once a service network is in place, it can support additional

functions and services that enable more efficient instrument
management. For example, a user-dedicated service network
can be equipped to interrogate its linked instruments, then
compile and generate an asset report. This would be a snapshot
of real-time operations, including usage detailed at the compo-
nent level (seal wear, lamp burn time, number of valve cycles,
number of sample injections, and so forth) as well as system uti-
lization. This information can be used in tracking instrument

configurations and locations, structuring maintenance opera-
tions, as well as determining whether analytical resources are
being used effectively. 

Conclusion
Increasing instrument complexity and even higher performance
requirements are driving the implementation of new and better
ways to keep laboratories at optimal levels of performance. Starting
with LC systems, self-monitoring software makes it possible to reg-
ister system dynamics, in real time, as well as track system and
component usage for timely repair. When unanticipated malfunc-
tions occur, interactive diagnostics guide users to correct the prob-
lem by means of simple troubleshooting routines. For nonroutine
fixes or when the complexity of an instrument installation
demands it, maintenance can be addressed by means of intelligent
services, operating at various levels of connectivity, up to and
including network links between instruments and maintenance
providers. At present, these services primarily are limited to LC sys-
tems but will soon be extended to gas chromatography and mass
spectrometry systems. For the medium term, we can expect to see
expansion in the application of both system intelligence and intel-
ligent services across the analytical laboratory. Over time, it is rea-
sonable to anticipate that intelligent functions resident in instru-
ment software will migrate to the network level and that the
external link with maintenance providers will grow as a channel for
delivering services in support of analytical operations.
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Figure 2: Networked intelligent services schematic. Each instrument controller communicates
via a laboratory network, which constitutes a subsection of the enterprise network. An intel-
ligent services gateway coordinates data communication between laboratory instruments and
the enterprise network.
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